The following guidelines will help you prepare your article for publication in the *Journal of Economic History* (JEH). Your careful compliance now will forestall future delays.

The JEH maintains a strict limit of **14,000 words** for all articles, including references, tables and figures. Online appendices can be any length. Initial submissions can be pdf files or in other formats, but final manuscripts must be submitted as **Word documents**.

Your typescript should be arranged in the following order: **title page, abstract, text, references, tables, figures, and appendix**. It should be double-spaced throughout, including block quotations, footnotes, and appendices. Use standard margins and fonts. Do not use automatic hyphenation or right-justification. Italics are permitted in JEH articles; boldface and underlining are not.

The **title page** should contain the title, author name(s), institutional affiliation(s), mailing address(es), and e-mail address(es). Any **acknowledgments** should be included as a separate paragraph on this page.

The **abstract** should be typed at the head of the first page of the text. The title should be typed again above the abstract, but authors’ names should not appear on this page. The abstract should be doublespaced, indented from both margins and maintain an absolute maximum of 99 words, counting all segments of hyphenated words. Do not recapitulate the abstract word for word in the text. Shorter articles (e.g., “notes” and “comments”) should be submitted without an abstract.

**Main Text**

1. Do not use contractions in any portion of the manuscript.

2. Do not use indented or “bulleted” outlines or numbered lists of hypotheses, alternatives, conclusions, and so forth.

3. **Surnames** are usually sufficient for reference to authors in the text (e.g., in citations). Full names may be used in cases where the reference might otherwise be ambiguous, or in references to historical figures.

4. **Section heads** should have titles only (no numbers). Specific references to section titles (e.g., “In the section Results of the Estimation . . .”) should be avoided, except in footnotes (e.g., See the section “Results of the Estimation”).

5. **Dates and numbers**: Successive years treated as a unit should be separated with slash marks: 1812/13, 1920/21, and so on. Ranges of dates in the text may use prepositions (e.g., “from 1820 to 1835”) or dashes (e.g., “1820–1835”). Specific dates should be written day-month-year: “May 1949” or “14 December 1956.”

**Numbers** one to ten are, in general, spelled out. Arabic numerals are used for numbers above ten (11, 200, 1,253). The main exceptions are percentages (a 4 percent change, 0.5 percent, 1 percentage point), fractions of measurement (1- to 1.5- franc range), series of similar units in which one figure exceeds 10 (“3, 12, and 22 days, respectively . . .”), and centuries (twentieth century [noun], nineteenth-century farmers [adjective]). General estimates of round numbers are spelled out (“forty years ago . . .”; “more
than a hundred workers . . .”; “one million people . . .”; but $1 million, 60,000, and $1-billion increase [adjective]). Decades should be referred to without apostrophes (the 1950s or the fifties, not the 1950’s). Insert zeros before all decimals less than 1 (0.015).

Inclusive numbers for pages and dates should be treated as follows: For ranges of pages, use the MLA system. For numbers through 99, the second number should be given in full: 5–7, 12–16, 74–96, and so on. For numbers of 100 and above, give only the last two digits of the second number unless more are necessary: 88–103, 101–07, 486–502, 919–1007, 1007–09, 1480–623, and so on. Ranges of dates in footnotes, tables, and figures should be typed in full: 1840–1860, 1790–1814, and so on.

6. Italicize all variables that receive formal mathematical treatment anywhere in the text. All equations should be typed in their proper location in the text, appendix(es), footnotes, and table and figure notes.

7. Footnotes should be kept to a minimum and, where necessary, kept as short as possible. They are not vehicles for extended discussions or tangential information. They should not appear in the middle of sentences unless this serves a specific purpose. Do not footnote the titles of the article and appendixes or the headings of sections.

8. Always spell out cf. (compare), etc. (and so on), e.g. (for example), and i.e. (in other words). Please do not use ibid., op. cit., or loc. cit.

9. Each appendix should have a brief title. If there is more than one, specify “Appendix 1, Appendix 2,” and so on. Most JEH appendices are published online in a separate file from the main text. Therefore, the text should refer to “Online Appendix 1” and so on. Material that is essential to the paper’s argument belongs in the main text. Avoid extended discussion of appendix material in the main text.

10. Citations and bibliographical references in the text and footnotes should follow the “Harvard” or author-date system, for example (Persson 1993, p. 105). A maximum of three authors may be used and connected with the word “and,” such as (Bogart, Collins, and Sztreckska 2019). When more than three authors are cited use “et al.” (Smith et al. 1992). For citing multiple references use (Persson 1993, p. 105; Deane and Jones 1991).

11. Archival data citations should contain all necessary elements to locate the item in the archive named in the REFERENCES. The location number, if available, should always be included. A suitable abbreviation or acronym should be part of the first citation of an item if citations of other items in the same archive are to follow. Subsequent citations should employ the abbreviation or acronym. The archive name or abbreviation/acronym should be the first element of the citation. For instance, American Telephone and Telegraph Corporate Archive [hereafter AT & TCA], Fish/Burt, 14 February 1903, Presidential Letter Books [hereafter PLB], vol. 26 (quote); and Fish/Glass, 23 March 1903, PBL, vol. 27. Or, France, Archives Nationales, Minutier Central [hereafter FAN MC], Étude 70 (1751–1758).

12. Citations of legal cases are provided in footnotes but not the reference list. Court cases can be cited by name only, for example, “See Quill Corp. v. North Dakota” or can be cited more completely in a footnote, for example, “Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 US 298 (1992).” All subsequent references should simply refer to an abbreviation of the name of the case (e.g., Quill); please do not use op. cit., ibid, etc.
Reference List

1. Only sources cited in the main text and footnotes should be included.

2. The JEH style for reference lists, with the exception of the numbering of ranges of pages, generally follows the bibliography style found in Chapter 15 of the Chicago Manual of Style (14th edition, 1993). Give authors’ names as they are commonly known, which in most cases includes the first name: for example, Fogel, Robert W., but Crafts, N. F. R.

3. For successive works by the same author(s), use a long dash in place of the author’s name in succeeding entries after the first. If an additional author (editor, etc.) is added, however, the originally listed author(s) name must be repeated. Order publications by the same author(s) by year of publication, not alphabetically.

4. Foreign-language citations: transliterate if necessary; follow the rules of capitalization for each language; for less familiar languages, provide a translation in brackets following the original.

5. Use Arabic (not Roman) numerals for volume and similar divisional numbers (vol. 1, sec. 2, pt. 3, etc.). The following are examples of the most frequently used types of reference entries.

Examples

**Journal articles and collections**


**Articles published in electronic journals**


**Working papers and unpublished manuscripts**


Books


Books published online


Book published in printed and electronic forms


Series publications

Newspapers, News magazines

Printed news media should be cited by the name of the publication, not by article (unless this is of special importance). Specific articles with dates and pages should be cited in the footnotes. If only one issue is footnoted in the text, the date should be given in the REFERENCES. If more than one issue is cited, “various dates” should follow the name of the publication. If a publication is no longer published and is available only in a single or a few special collections, a collection should be cited. Publications that are not well known should be identified by place of publication.


*Woonsocket Evening Call* [RI], various dates.


*United Telephone Voice*, various dates. Museum of Independent Telephony, Abilene, KS.

Government documents

Government documents should include all elements, in the proper order, needed to locate them in a library catalog. The publisher for U.S. (other than congressional) documents printed by the Government Printing Office should be entered as GPO.


Archives

Ordinarily, specific items in archival collections should only be cited in footnotes. The name and location of the archive itself should be entered in the REFERENCES with an appropriate acronym or abbreviation when it is cited more than once in the footnotes.


Legal Cases: Legal cases should be cited in full in the footnotes. They should not be cited in any form in the REFERENCES. See Main Text #12.

Tables

1. Every table should be preceded by a number and title. The title should describe what is in the table; “Regression Results” is not a useful title. The table should be self-contained, meaning that the reader should not have to refer back to the text for definitions, units of measurement, and so on.

2. Below every table, the author should report “Sources:...” There should be sufficient information for readers to understand where the data/information originated. The author may also add “Notes:...” to facilitate interpretation of what is presented in the table (e.g., if there are differences across columns or rows that are not obvious, or if symbols are used to indicate statistical significance). Both sources and notes should be written in complete sentences.

3. Columns should be numbered if, but only if, this facilitates discussion in the text.

4. Type out period dates in full (1813–1822; 1900–1920; and so on).

5. Only the first word of variables in the first column (the “stub”) should be capitalized (Value of exports, Southern farms, etc.), except for proper nouns and fully capitalized acronyms.

6. Italicize mathematical variables, \(N\) (for number), and conventional parameters, such as \(t\)-statistics, \(R\), \(F\)-statistic, and so on.

7. Use zeros before decimal figures of less than one (e.g., 0.05, not .05). Do not report an entry of 0.000, or (worse) –0.000. Rescale the variables if necessary.

8. Use commas in all integers consisting of more than three digits (e.g., 3,000 or 6,230,549).

9. Incorporate measurement units (\%; $; bushels; and so on) into column and row headings, rather than repeating them throughout a column or row.

10. Use dashes for blank cells where data are not available. Inapplicable cells for regression coefficients should be left blank.

11. Do not use bold fonts in tables.

12. Do not use vertical rulings in tables. Consult recent issues of the JOURNAL for proper uses of horizontal rulings.
Figures

1. As with tables, every figure should be preceded by a number and title. The title should describe what is in the figure (e.g., “Regression Results” is not a useful title). The figure should be self-contained, meaning that the reader should not have to refer back to the text for definitions, units of measurement, and so on.

2. Below every figure, the author should report “Sources:...” There should be sufficient information for readers to understand where the data/information originated. The author may also add “Notes:...” to facilitate interpretation of what is presented in the figure. Both sources and notes should be written in complete sentences.

3. Do not typewrite, hand draw, or hand letter anything; use computer-generated figures whenever possible. All exceptions must be cleared with an editor.

4. All figures should look alike in terms of proportion, font, and the manner in which you arrange the data. Make sure that legends and labels are legible.

5. Units of measure should be clear from the axis labels; if that is impossible, announce them in the figure’s title or the notes. On a time scale, place ticks at intervals appropriate to the scale of your data (e.g., every tenth year). When labeling units of thousands use commas if at all possible (e.g., 1,000, not 1000).

6. Consider whether two or more figures’ data can be combined into one figure to save space; conversely, if your data are hard to “track” due to the complexity of the figure, it may be preferable to make two figures out of one.

7. The figure number, title, and notes should not appear within the figure.

8. If possible, any legend should appear within the rectangular space of the figure.

9. If possible, use Times New Roman font for all aspects of the figure.

10. Do not include a border around the figure or around a legend within a figure.
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